Hump-Back Conveyor Takes the Heat

Handles hot boards without damaging custom molded SmartMove snap-link belting. Humpback profile matches angle height and speed to gradually cool and transfer boards exiting wave solder machines.

Standard Features:

- Custom static heat dissipative snap-link belting that holds the boards above the belt to improve cooling.
- Variable speed DC brushless motor
- Incline angle matches output of wave solder equipment
- Available in 6” to 30” wide (3” increments)
- Conveyors are shipped fully assembled and ready to operate.
- 2 Year Warranty - Long Life

Beneficial Accessories:

- Photo Sensor Eye
- E-Stop
- Stop Bar
- Gradient Cooler
- Clean Hood

Our most popular size Hump-Back: 24” infeed and 62” discharge.
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